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COALGEBRAS OVER THE HIGHER RANK SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. In these notes we generalize the construction obtained for the defor-

mation of the symplectic group Sp(2) to the case of any N even: N = 2Ac. We

characterize the bialgebras Ag(Sp(k)) by generators and relations. We consider

the deformation of the algebra of polynomials on the group Sp(fc) : PoKSp^/c))

is a Hopf'-algebra and we build "-representations of it by means of a Verma

module construction.

1. Introduction

Quantum groups from the algebraic point of view as the spectrum of a Hopf

algebra were first introduced by Drinfeld in 1986 [1]. Another different ap-
proach is by Jimbo [2] where the quantum groups are considered as the defor-

mations of the universal enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra. In [3,

12] the term quantum group was introduced by Woronowicz from a different

point of view: a quantum group is to be considered as a deformation of the

C* -algebra of the continuous functions on a compact group. In these notes

we will use Woronowicz's approach to quantum groups. Theorem 3.1 gives an

explicit characterization of the quantum group Sp9(Ac) and it provides the jus-

tification of why it is a twisted symplectic group. We consider Pol(Sp?(Ac)) as

a deformation of the algebra of polynomials on Sp(Ac). It has a structure of a

Hopf*-algebra.
We prove a Poincaré-Birkoff-Witt theorem for the bialgebra Aq(Sp(k)) and

we construct a basis of PoliSp^Ac)). In §3 we construct irreducible '-represen-

tations by means of a Verma module construction.

2. Notation and definitions

Let us state the definitions of bialgebra, Hopf algebra, and Hopf '-algebra.
Let A be an algebra over C with unit / ; we denote the multiplication by

m: A® A —> A,        a®b^>ab,

and the unit by e : C —> A, z —> zl. A is said to be a bialgebra if there exists

unital algebra homomorphisms

tp: A -> A® A,       e: A ->C,
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so that

(tp ®id)<p = (id®(p)tp,

(e ® id)»? = id = (id ®e)g>.

q> is called the comultiplication and e the counit. Property (2.1) is called the

coassociativity. The bialgebra A is a Hopf algebra if there exists a linear map

K : A —> A called the antipode such that

(mo(K® id) o tp)(a) = (e o e)ia)I = (mo (id ®K) o tp)(a)

for every a e A . We say that A is a Hopf *-algebra if there exists an involutive

antilinear mapping * : A —> A, a —> a*, such that the comultiplication and the

counit are '-homomorphisms and K o * is involutive, i.e., Ä"o*oJ^o* = id.

3. The bialgebra Aq(Sp(k)) and the Hopf'-algebra Pol(Sp9(Ác))

In this section we consider the bialgebra Aq(Spik)) and the Hopf '-algebra
Pol(Sp9(Ac)). We prove a theorem that gives a characterization of AgiSpik)) by

generators and relations. The bialgebra AgiSpik)) may also be viewed as a spe-

cialization of the algebra of functions on the ^-deformations of the symplectic

group as defined in [11].
Fix 0 < q < 1 and let AgiSpik)) be the unital algebra generated by the

matrix elements of u = (Ky)i,7=i,...,jv> with N = 2k. There exist unique

unital algebra homomorphisms

tp : Aq(Sp(k)) -> Aq(Sp(k)) ® Aq(Sp(k))

and
e:Ag(Sp(k))-*C

so that <?(«,;) = ¿¡j and (f>(u¡j) = J2k uik ® ukj • Then Aq(Sp(k)) is a bialgebra
with comultiplication tp and counit e. We define the quantum determinant by

D= Yl(~qy{a)ux>°W'UNMN)>
o-eS/v

where Sn is the permutation group of {1, ... , N} , and /(ct) is the length of

the permutation. The quantum minor D'J is defined to be the (TV - 1) by

(TV - 1) quantum determinant of the matrix obtained from u by deleting the
z'th row and the ;'th column. Thus,

DlJ =     2_,    (~a)       Ml,tr(l) •••Wi-l,o-(i-l)W;+l,or(i+l) * • • «JV, tr(JV) >

where, indicating by a hat the index to be omitted,

o:{l,...,î,...,N}-+{l,...,],...N}.

By developing the quantum determinant along a row or a column we have the

following equations:

(3.1) SijD = Yji-qf^Ui^ , S,jD = Y^i-qy-Wukj,
fcppppppi fc-i
N N

(3.2) SuD = y£i-qy-k&kuitk, SuD = y£i-q)k-iukJDki.

k=\ k=l
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It is known [11], that in the case of Ag(GLiN)) the quantum determinant

generates the center of the algebra. We see that D e centre(/l9(Sp(Ac))). The

comultiplication and the counit act on D as follows:

<p(D) = D®D,       e(D)=l.

Define the algebra Pol(Sp9(Ac)) as the extension of Aq(Sp(k)), with the element

D~x which satisfies
DD~X =I = D~XD.

The comultiplication tp and the counit e can be extended to Pol(Sp9(Ac)) by

putting
<p(D~x) = D~x ® D~x,        e(D~x) = l.

We define
K(uij) = (-q),-jDJiD-x   and   K(D~X) = D,

K extends to Pol(Sp9(Ac)) as a unital linear antimultiplicative mapping. Thus

Pol(Sp9(Ac)) is a Hopf-algebra with comultiplication tp , counit e, and antipode

K.
We introduce a '-operation on Pol(Sp9(Ac)) by letting

u*j = K(uji) = i-qy-WD-1   and   (D"1)* = D.

Thus D is unitary,

D*D = 1 = DD\

So, Pol(Sp9(Ac)) is a Hopf '-algebra. By (3.1) and (3.2) we have

N N

Y,UikU*jk = Siji = J2u*kiUkj>
k=l k=\

i.e., u is unitary.

We now characterize the Hopf '-algebra Pol(Spg(Ac)) following Worono-

wicz's definition of quantum group. Let {ex, ..., e^} be the standard basis

in C^ over C, where N = 2k. Let q be a real parameter 0 < q < 1 ; we
define the vectors

£(,) = <?, ® ek+i - qek+i <g> <?,,        i = 1, ... , Ac.

Thus the ¿;, belong to the C-vector space of .7-alternating 2-tensors A2(C^),

for i = 1,... , k.

Theorem 3.1. Let y' = (yq ® I) be the vector belonging to the C-vector space of

q-alternating N-tensors AAr(CAr)<8>Pol(Sp9(Ac)). Then for any N by N matrix,

u*u = I = uu*,

with entries utj belonging to the algebra Pol(Sp q (k)), the following two systems

of conditions are equivalent:

(I) The matrix u = (u¡j)íj=x.# satisfies the following conditions:

(a) quantum symplectic invariance condition

(u ® /)(/ <g> u)x = x

where x = X)*L, & ® idp0i(sp4(fe)) ;
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(b) quantum determinant condition

((u ® /)(/ <g> u) ® • • ■ O (m ® /)(/ <gi m))/ = y'

where the tensor product is repeated N times.

(II) u is of the form
(A   -qB'\

where A, B are k by k matrices with entries in Pol(Sp?(/e)), and the m,7

satisfy the following relations:
(A) Lie brackets

[Uij,u¡m] = (q- l/q)uuuim ,     for 1 <i, j <k ,k+ 1 <l ,m < N.

(B) q-relations

(a) UijUii = quaUij, for 1 <i < N, 1 < j <k, k + 1 < I < N.
(b) Set (Zjj) = (Uij)T, so that Zy = Uj¡ ; then

ZijZu = qzuZij,     forl<i<N,l<j<k,k+l<l<N.

(C) Commutation relations

UijUim = ulmUij,     for j > 1,1 <k, k + 1 < i, m < N,

uuUjj = UjjUjj,     forl<i,j< Ac.

(D) Zero divisors

(a)

UijUMj = 0 = ui+xjUij,    fori=l,...,N-l,i odd,

l<j<k,k+l<l<N,

"//"<-i,/ = 0 = ui-l,luU>     for i = I, ... , N, i even,

l<j<k,k + l<l<N.

(b) Set (Zij) = iUji)T, so that z¡j = Uj¡ ; then

ZijZi+U = 0 = Zi+ijZij,     for i = I,..., N - I, i odd,

1 <j <k,k+l <l <N,

ZijZi-\,i = 0•» Z/_i,/Zy,     for i = 1,..., N, i even,

l<j<k,k+l<l<N.

(c)

Uijutm = 0 = u!mUij,    for j >1,1 >k, 1 < i, m <k,

UijUlm - 0 = u,mUij,     for j>l,l>k,k+l<i,m<N.

Proof. (I) => (II). We use the unitarity of the matrix u to simplify the equation
(a). Hence we get

(/ ® u)x = (u* ® I)x.

By rewriting this equation in the matrix form using the basis of C^ ® C^ com-
posed of {(?, ® e¡}, where {i?,} represents the standard basis of C^ , we get the
desired form of the matrix.
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To prove that (b) gives all the relations between the u¿j in (II) we use induc-

tion on the dimension Ac. For N = 4, i.e., k = 2, it is true in view of Theorem

1 of [6]. Assume then that it is true for some Ac e Z. We prove it for Âc + 1.
By using the form of the matrix u, we can write the following block de-

composition obtained from blocks of lower dimensions for which the induction
hypothesis applies:

B*0    b\
b2    b¡

A0   a*x

a\    a\.

Let us see how the induction hypothesis works to give all the relations. Observe

that

a, =      :      ,        i=l,2,

\<)
which is a Ac x 1 matrix, and similarly

(b}\
b,■■=     :     ,       i = l,2.

\b'k)

The zero divisors are obtained by using the induction hypothesis on the 2x2

matrix whose blocks are

(Ao   ax\       (Bo   M       (Al   a\\       (B*0   b;\
\a2   a3)>     \b2   b3)>     \a*2    a\) '     \b*2    b¡ ) '

This implies A0a¡ = 0,  i = 1,2,3, where in this proof this stands for a

product of arsa'j , for every j, r, s, r ¿ s.

We define a¡Ao = (Afa)*, so that we also get a¡A0 = 0. In a similar way
we proceed to obtain Bob¡ = 0, / = 1,2,3. For the relations Aob* = 0, i =
2, 3, we proceed as above and obtain the relations by the induction hypothesis;

similarly for b*Ao = (A*0bA)* = 0. Also,

A0bi = 0 = Mo >        /' = 1, 3.

By the induction hypothesis on the matrix of order 2ac obtained by suitably
deleting rows and columns from the original matrix of order 2k + 2, the q-

relations are

AoBZ = qB*0A0.

Similarly by suitably choosing Ac x k blocks in the original matrix we have

a¡b* = qb*ai,       i = 2, 3.

axBÔ =qB*0ax.

We proceed in a similar way to verify AqBo = qBoAo.
The commutation relations follow by the induction hypothesis in the case

BqBq = BqBo , and by the induction hypothesis and by suitably choosing sub-

blocks for the relations B0b* = b*Bo.
For the Lie bracket relations, to verify that

[Ao,A*o\ = (q-q-x)BoB*o,
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use the (^-relations

AoA'o = qB0B*o ,        A'QA0 = qB^B0,

which imply the above Lie brackets relations. On summing the latter formulae,

we obtain

A0a*x=qaxA0,        i =1,2, 3.

Hence the result holds.
(II) =s> (I). This converse implication works in the same way as for the case

n = 4 (see Theorem 1 of [6]).   D

By considering the form of the matrix u, the relations can be equivalently
rewritten as

(A) [aij,a'kl] = (q- llq)bkjbu, 1 < i, j < k, k + 1 < l, m < N.

(Bl) aijb'i = qbnaij ,1 <i<N, 1 <j <k,k+l <l <N.

(B2) ajtbii = qbuaji ,l<i<N,l<j<k,k+l<l<N.

(C)
bijb]m = b*mbij, j > l,l<k,k + l<i,m<N.,

auOjj = ajjuu (i.e., the diagonal entries of A).

(Dl)
aijb*+\,i = ° = bt+i,laij> l<i<N-l,i odd, 1 < j < Ac, Ac + 1 < / < N, or

bijO*i+\,i = ° = a*+\,ibij » 1 < í < JV- 1, i odd, l<j<k,k+l<l<N.

(D2)
aijb*-\,i = ° = bï-i,ia'j> 2 < i* < JV, i even, 1 < j <k, k+1 < I < N, or

bijO*-i,i = 0 = a*-\jbij, 2 < i < N, i even, 1 < j < k, k+ 1 < I < N.

(D3)
aj'b*,i+i =0 = b¡\i+xa¡i, 1 < i < N - 1, i odd, 1 < f < k, k + I < I < N, or

bjitfj+x = 0 = a*,i+\bji, 1 < i < N- 1, i odd, l<j<k,k+l<l<N.

(D4) '
aj'b*,i-i =0 = **-i,/û;;> 2<i<N, i even, 1<7<ac,Ac+1</</V, or

bjta¡t,_! = 0 = a*lt i_xbji, 2 < i < N, i even ,l</<fc,fc+l</<iV.

aijbim = 0 = bimüij for j > 1,1 > k, l < /', m < k, or

(D5) ciijCiim = 0 = a¡ma¡j forj>l,l>k,l<i,m<k, or

bijbim = 0 = bimbij for j > 1,1 > k, 1 < i, m < k.

üijbim = 0 = bimüij forj>l,l>k,k+l<i,m<N, or

(D6) CLijO-im = 0 = almaij foTJ>l,l>k,k+l<i,m<N, or

btjbim = 0 = bimbij for j> 1, l > k, k + 1 <i,m<N.

4. The Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem

and verma module construction

We want to construct a basis for the bialgebra  /i?(Sp(Ac))   and for the
Hopf '-algebra Pol(Spg(Ac)) by proving a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for
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^49(Sp(Ac)). By following [14] we say that if a pair (uab, ucf) of matrix elements

satisfies relations (A) it is "bad". For a product of matrix elements

x = M'i;'i * ' ' u'pjp '

we define the badness b(x) of x by

b(x) = #{l<r,s<p: (uirjr, uisjs) is bad}.

We introduce a special ordering on the matrix elements by w¡; <o uk¡ if i < Ac
or if i = Ac and j > I.

Lemma 4.1. For the ordering <o  on the elements  Uy  there is a basis of

AgiSp{k)) consisting of

K;'. ' ' ' ttU -m = N2,rxeZ+, uhjl <o uhj2 <o • • • <o uimjm}.

Proof. Set X = {ity : 1 < i, j < N}. Let C(X) be the free associative alge-

bra generated by X. We define a special ordering on the matrix elements by
Uij <o tiki if i < k or if i = Ac and j > I. We extend <o to monomials of
C(X) by first ordering the degree and for monomials with the same degree by
the lexicographical ordering. We introduce a reduction system S for the free
associative algebra C(X) as follows. Consider

u = (uiJ)=[AB   -Jf)

as in Theorem 3.1, where A and B are k by k matrices. We now define the
operator L by

LiAB*) = qB*A, where for AB* we mean a product of a¡jbl¡ if i = k,
LiAA*) = A*A + {q - q~x)BB*,

LiAB) = qBA, for aubkl if ; = /,

L(/ivi\diagonal entries) = 0,

LiBB) = 0,

LiAB*) = 0, for a¡jb*kl, ififk,

L(BB*) = B*B,

L(AA) = AA, for diagonal entries,

L(AB) = 0, foraijbki, ifj^l.

LeX U = {A), V = {B*} . Define

/i : 1/ -► K ® 1/,        x^l®x,

f2: V ̂  V® U,       y ->y® 1,

which are well-defined maps. Then there exists a mapping

F:UxV^V®U,        F(x,y) = fx(x)f2(y)

by the universality of the tensor product F: U ® V —> V ® U;  sex L = F.

Hence L is well defined.

The reduction system S is given by {u¡jUki, Liu¡jUk¡)}, for ux¡ <o u¡j. The

ordering is compatible with the reduction system, i.e., for every

x = UijUk¡,       L(UijUU) <o UijUk¡
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because of the lexicographical ordering for monomials. Every element of C(X)
is reduction finite since the number of monomials smaller than a given mono-

mial is finite.
If we prove that all ambiguities are resolvable then one of the equivalent con-

ditions of the diamond lemma [16, Theorem 1.2B] holds. This proves Lemma
4.1. We observe that there are only overlapping ambiguities. Consider

X = UrsUk¡Uij

with urs <o uk¡ <o Uy. To prove that they are resolvable we need to prove that

there exists composition of reductions r and r' such that

rL(i2)(x) = r'L{23)ix)

where

L{x2)ix) = Liursukl)Uij,       L(23)(-x) = ursLiukiUij).

We have to consider different cases. If bix) = 0,

-£-(12)£(23)-£-(12)(-X) = £(23)£(12)I<(23)(X),

i.e., everything moves at the price of a constant. We proceed similarly if bix) =
1. The case bix) = 3 does not occur, since only pairs of the form iay, akl)
satisfy the (A) relations, and pairs of the form (a,;, ak¡) are zero divisors or,
if they are on the diagonal of A, they commute. Then either the relation holds
trivially or it gives the case bix) = 2. We are thus left to discuss this case.
Here

aua*klars,

fly akiars '

allers >

¡ak¡ars,

aijak¡a*s.

If any pair of the form (a^, akl) or (a.;, ak¡) is a zero divisor then it holds

trivially. If it is not a zero divisor, i.e., we consider the diagonal entries of A,
then we move one a*kl or ak¡ and we are left with something that commutes

and we are back to bix) = 1. Thus the result holds.   D

The following result then follows from this and [14].

Theorem 4.2. For any total ordering < on the matrix elements u¡j there exists

a basis for AqiSpik)) consisting of

K!„ • • • "wm : m = n2, r, € Z+, uhh < uhjl <      < uimjm}.

Remark. The theorem yields a basis for every ordering.
Let us now specify the ordering. Let 7V+ , N~ be the subalgebras generated

by the elements u,;, j < N + 1 - i, and by uy , j > N + 1 - i, respectively.
Let H be the abelian subalgebra generated by the elements w,jv+i-¡- H is

generated by the elements on the antidiagonal of u, where N+ , respectively
N~ , is generated by the elements above, respectively below, the antidiagonal of

u. Then
^?(Sp(Â:))-=A/+®c//®cAr~.

Now we want to construct representations of /i9(Sp(Âc)) by using the Verma

module construction. Let GiN) be the wreath product of Z/2 by S(k), where
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S(ac) denotes the permutation group on Ac letters [15]. Let p e GiN) be
arbitrary. Here p represents the permutation and sign changes of {1, ..., k} ,
i.e., pi-k) = -pik). Set

Np ={uP(i)J: ! ZJ <i< N)>

Hp = {up{ihl: l<i<N},

Np = {"/>(/),j • 1 < j, 1 < i < j < ff) U {zero divisors}.

Choose an ordering on the matrix elements uy such that all elements of N~

are smaller than the elements of Hp which are smaller than the elements of

N+ . By jV~ , J^, jYp+ we denote linear subspaces of Aq{Sp{k)) generated

by the basis elements, which by the theorem are products of elements of JY~ ,

%?p , JV+ respectively, it follows that

Agin)=JT- ®cßtvp®cJfp+,

in the sense that n~hpn^ yields a basis for Aq(Sp(k)) whenever n~hpn* runs

through a basis of JY~ , %AP, JY+ .

Let Lp be the left ideal generated by the matrix elements of 7V+ . Then Lp

is the linear span of elements of the form n~hpn* , with /?+ ̂  /. Let

i < j    if p'i) > pif) and up{i),¡uMJ = upU)jup{i},,

or up(i)jupu)j = 0 = upU)jUp{i)j.

Let

i < j    if p'i) < pif) and [Up(i), iUpU)J] -(q-1 lQ)Up(i)jUpU), ¡

or Up(i)JUpU)>j = 0 = upU)jUp{i)j.

Since

(4.1) upU)jeN;

we have

up(i),iupU),j - up(j)Jup(i),i modulo Lp,

i.e., Up(i)j commute modulo Lp. Let Y = (yx, ... , yk) e Ck be arbitrary.
Define the left ideal FP{Y) generated by the matrix elements of JV+ and by the

elements M^n.j - ftl ■ Then Lp c FP(Y), I £ FPiY), by using the basis.
We introduce the highest weight modules for an arbitrary element p e GiN)

as follows. A left ^g-module M is a /»-highest weight module if the module

is generated by a /»-highest weight vector m e M. In our case a /»-highest
weight vector m e M of weight Y = iyx, ..., vn) satisfies up^jm = y¡m and

uk¡m = 0 for uk¡ e N+ . We can define

W"iY) = AqiSpik))/FPiY)   and   v+ = I {modFP(T)).

Thus WP{Y) is a left ^?-module by left multiplication. Thus W{Y) is a /»-
highest weight module for Aq, by construction, with /»-highest weight vector

v+ of weight T.
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Theorem 4.3. (i) If M is any p-highest weight module with p-highest weight
vector m of weight Y, then there exists a unique surjective Aq-equivariant linear
map <p: Wp(Y) —> M so that <p(v+) = m.

(ii) For i = N, ..., p(l) + 1, we have uiXv = 0, for all v e WP{Y).
(iii) IfYe {C*)N, then Wp(Y) has a unique proper maximal submodule.

(iv) For every p e G(N) and for every Y e (C*)N a unique irreducible p-
highest weight module LP(Y) exists.

Proof. Part (i) is similar to Proposition 4.35 of [15]. Define a linear map

<P(npv+) = njm.

Then tp is well defined and <p is "equivariant",

<p(uynp-v+) = uy<p(np-v+),

by using the fact that Wp(Y) is a left ,49-module. Since M = JY~m as vector

spaces, the map tp is surjective. The uniqueness follows. Now Wp(Y) —>

jVp~v+ , as vector spaces. We can consider the subspace of Wp(Y) generated

by the elements of the form

n u%jv+>  Pkizi+.
j<k<l<n

For I > k > j, p(i) > p(j), and i > j we have the following commutation
relations:

(uP(k),iUp(i)j      if p(k)<p(i),

qup(k),iup(i),j     if p(k) = p(i),

Up(k)jup{i)j + (q- llq)Up{i)jUp(k)tj

if p(k)> p(i),

» 0 if Up^jUp^j is a zero divisor.

It follows, for /»(/') > p(j), i > j, that

(4-3) Up{nj    n    K"k),iv+ = °-
j<k<l<n

Indeed if p(i) is maximal with respect to p(i) > p(j), i > j, since k > j,

then the third commutation relation of (4.2) does not occur and we have that
(4.3) follows from the fact that uP(i)jV+ = 0.

To prove (4.3) for general />(/'), assume that it holds for all up^j with

p(k) > p(j), k > j. Then p(k) > p(i). Use induction on ^Pkt = i ■ Use of
(4.2) gives the induction step. The third case may cause some problems but we
use induction on p(i), since p(k) > p(i) > p(j), for Ac > ;". Taking j = 1, we

get (ii). The zero divisors do not cause any problems since we get that (ii) holds
trivially in such case, (iii) and (iv) follow from [14], [17]. By following the same
argument of Proposition 3.5 of [14] we have that LP(Y) is an irreducible highest
weight module. To prove that LP(Y) is an irreducible Pol(Sp9(t)) module, we

need to consider what happens to the quantum determinant D. Set

D~xv = (yx,... ,yk)~l(-q)'{p)v,     for every v eL"(Y),

(4-2)      Up{¡)jUp{k)J=<
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where l(p) represents the length of the permutation p. Since D is a central

element it acts as scalar on LP(Y), and the action on the highest weight vector

v+ is given by

Dv+ = Y, (-q)l{f,)U0(\), 1 ■ • • Ue{N),NV+ ,

<?es„

all the terms will cancel out except for p = a, since v+ is a highest weight
vector. Then the result holds and we conclude that LP(Y) is irreducible.   D
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